ON-DEMAND
BOOKING:

QUICK, EASY, SEAMLESS
PATIENT REFERRALS
NO USERNAMES OR PASSWORDS TO

STREAMLINED INFORMATION SHARING:

REMEMBER: On-Demand Booking is

To avoid any frustrating last-minute

accessible via computer, tablet or cell

requests for patient documentation, you

phone. Simply enter your email address and/or cell
phone number to instantly connect to our system.

can also upload images, lab results and
other records while you are making the appointment
(or later, by clicking the link in the confirmation email

EASY APPOINTMENT SETTING:

we send to you).

Three options to make
an appointment:

BETTER PATIENT CARE: Your patient

1. Make your patient’s appointment in real time.

will receive a confirmation email within

2. Transfer the appointment-setting capability to

two minutes of making the appointment,

a member of your office staff.

followed by text reminders with information that is

3. Refer your patient to Phoenix Children’s. (If you

needed in advance of the appointment. This helps

choose this option, we will immediately send a text

ensure compliance and keeps your patients on the

message to your patient, allowing them to select the

path to better health.

most convenient appointment time and date online.)
KEEPING IT SIMPLE: We ask that you
answer just three questions upfront:
1. Which physician do you want your
patient to see?
2. What is the medical issue?
3. When does the patient need to be seen?

Book Now

PHYSICIAN TESTIMONIALS
consumers want
“ Today’s
immediate, responsive service.

love this tool! It eliminates
“ Parents
the back and forth of scheduling,

They use online tools to

making it easy, convenient and

book flights and make dinner

consumer friendly. In our practice,

reservations. And now, with

we streamlined our scheduling

convenient and accessible

process with some simple

On-Demand Booking, they can also

upfront work, and now we can

make medical appointments online

offer better continuity of care and

in real time. They can select the

a more positive patient and family

provider, time and place that meet

experience.

their needs.

”
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ON-DEMAND BOOKING AT A GLANCE
• Easy access to the system, with no usernames or passwords required
• Real-time appointment scheduling or streamlined referral
• Email confirmations to patients and follow-up text reminders
• Streamlined documentation uploads
• Peace of mind for you and a seamless experience for your patients

